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About This Content

This is the original soundtrack to Re;Lord 1 ~The witch of Herfort and stuffed animals~

The soundtrack contains 22 tracks featuring music from the game and is available in FLAC or WAV format.

Tracklist

1. Peace/Sunny
2. Peace/Calm Days

3. Running
4. Thinking/Eyes of Doubt

5. Thinking/The End of Lengthy Considerations
6. Imprisoned Body

7. Ridicule
8. A Moment of Repentance

9. Tranquil Skies
10. Sharp Signs

11. Wilfried/Those That Desire Revolution
12. Tragedy
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13. Gentle Breeze
14. Footprints of Calamity
15. March/Herfort District

16. Violent Storm
17. Witch of Calamity

18. Darius/Trial
19. Retake Grossen!/Herfort District

20. Marching/The Signal to Counterattack
21. Marching/Outbreak of War

22. Re;Lord
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Best game ive ever played i bought it for my best friends and they loved it.. OK, I've played through a single run on normal, and
I've gotta say, I want more like this, I want more of these characters, more of their story.

The translation isn't the best, but it's good enough.
The combat was very well done.
The story while very short was again very nice.

Personally I can't find any fault in this one other then it's length, here's hoping for many sequals.. I need help because when i try
play it, it just say Unable to acquire writer access in UserData folder then it pops up saying Build 46631 please fix it. Bounce a
duck. Keep bouncing it. Eventually bounce two ducks. Eventually host a duck bouncing party.
10/10, totally what you'd expect of a "Bouncing Duck Simulator".. I want to leave a review here because many people gave bad
review because of the bugs in this game. I can definitely say that a lot of those bugs are fixed quickly by the devs and by version
1.02 it is playable for me. There are some more things I would like to be changed by the devs such as the movement controls
which feel like driving a tank, but I'm sure the devs are working on it and I will update this review when the devs changed the
movement system.

As for learning the language? Yeah, it really feels like you are dumped in a strange environment with a strange language that you
must learn to understand what the people are saying. Really helps with the immersion problem I've been having when learning a
new language. I managed to learn extremely quickly using this game, so I say this game really achieves the goal of helping
people learn a new language.

It is rare seeing a language learning game like this in Steam, other than Influent as far as I know, but it's good that we're having
more of these games. I am sure the devs will quickly fix the bugs and the controls in time, so if you're reading this devs, please
don't get discouraged by the bad reviews, okay?

Oh and thank you for making this game, it really helps my language learning!
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What a game this could of been. It had so much potential but its riddled with bugs, and game play choices that make little sense.
Cool Concept, Could of been executed better.. I've only had the chance to get ankle-deep into the story so far, but Bot Colony
offers a fairly rich and developed game world with interesting characters, plot, and mechanics. It's both a third and first-person
adventure (different scenarios feature different perspectives depending on who or what you're controlling at the time) which
makes things interesting. I've had the opportunity to try out both text and speech commands and I'm highly impressed by how
responsive and easy it is to communicate in the game. A bit of trial and error is necessary to figure out certain procedures (and
indeed figure out what to do) but I found that part of the fun. In a way, the errors and breakdown of communication are part of
what makes the game more immersive.

I'm also extremely pleased that the game has at least another month's lease on life and that there's the real possibility of it
coming back to availability on wide release. This is a fairly ambitious game with innovative mechanics that needs time for you
to experience how rich the game world is, in addition to teaching both yourself and the game how to interpret your commands..
This came out of no where. I didn't even know they were releasing more content. Either way I bought. Bless THQ Nordic..
Perfect visual style, hardcore gameplay and deep story.
I need to find some oxygen.... 10/10 boom beach re-make RECOMMENDED definately. Elliot's quest is a game that could
have been good. Interesting bosses, story, decent pixel art, GREAT music.

But when it comes to game design it just fails seemingly taking every opportunity it can to make the game worse. Wasting your
time with long invulnerability states on enemies, back tracking as it lets you get far into a dungeon before telling you "woops
you dont have the right item, time to walk back." adding rpg elements and leveling up but punishing you for dying and punishing
you even more when you find a free "level up" power up, as it negates all the exp you will have tirelessly fought to collect
instead of adding to it!

And don't forget you will have no idea where to go most of the time.

This game is a tale in needless frustration. There is a good game in here, you will just want to kill yourself in the quest to find
it.. No fullscreen resolution so you get a really small 800x600 with blackbars locked good luck at reading the how-to-play guide.
No lewd scene and no controls like a options to configure.. The software constantly crashes when trying to record. Every
attempt to stream/record various games, and even the desktop in the lowest quality possible, was met with the software crashing,
followed by an extremely generic "PlayClaw is crashed!" with no additional information.

You're probably better off using FRAPS or OBS.
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